the Middle East

Clients praise the team’s range of
strengths: “Excellent, responsive,
very knowledgeable, detailoriented and practical.”
- Chambers Global, 2017

A truly international firm
& organised around our
clients & passion and insight
& connecting with our
clients’ vision & commercial
advantage & where service
matters & that’s Bird & Bird
in the Middle East

Our local expertise
across the Middle East
Since opening in 2011, we have built a
specialised presence in the Middle East,
with a clear sector focused strategy
and a team of industry experts.
Our team has an in-depth understanding of the laws,
business practices and customs of the region, and its core
industries. Through our offices in Abu Dhabi and Dubai, our
full-service UAE practice provides innovative commercial
advice to local, regional and international clients in all
areas of business law, with a focus on sectors and industries
that are important to the development of the region.

Our lawyers are ranked by

Chambers
Global

We advise some of the largest local
and international companies in the
Middle East on a variety of corporate
and commercial matters

Who’s
Who
Legal

Legal 500

From the hubs of Dubai and Abu Dhabi
we service the wider Middle East and
we closely work with reputable local
firms in other countries in the region

“Excellent, responsive, very
knowledgeable, detail-oriented
and practical.”
- Chambers Global, UAE 2017

Our sector focus and
practices
We are an international law firm that provides a
unique service to its clients in the Middle East in
industries where intellectual property, technology
and regulation are driving change. Seizing
opportunities to use technology and innovation
that drives positive economic and social
transformation is, at the very core of what we do.

Our key practice areas in the UAE are:

Banking & Finance

Corporate

Commercial

Intellectual
Property
Public Projects and
Procurement

Real Estate
Franchising

Privacy & Data
Protection

Transformational
Projects

We offer extensive business advice in the following sectors:

Media, Entertainment &
Sport

Aerospace, defence &
security

Life Sciences & Healthcare

Retail & Consumer

Financial Services

Energy & Utilities
Aviation

Tech & Comms

Cutting edge legal advice
within a global context

We’re business thinkers
We understand the wider strategic picture,
and how legal issues tie into every area of your
business. That understanding, combined with a
fresh, creative way of thinking, and deep sector
specialisation, allows us to spot opportunities that
could transform the performance of your business.

We are well placed to offer our clients local expertise
within a global context. Our considerable international
reach enables us to deal with multinational projects and
issues, as well as to provide advice which allows for local
and international laws, policies and business practices.

Bird & Bird at a glance

30
International practice and
sector groups at Bird & Bird

26

The firm has now seen 26 years
of continuous, unbroken growth

We have over 1100
lawyers internationally

Close to half of our top 100
clients have been with us for
over a decade

28

1998

Organised around key sectors
since 1998, longer than almost
all other law firms

We have 28 offices in
19 countries, Luxembourg
being the latest addition

A global law firm & more than
lawyers & business thinkers &
joining the dots & unearthing
opportunities & building
strategies & getting results &
that’s Bird & Bird

“The Dubai team has abundant local expertise,
together with the backing of a robust international
support package, making it a prime choice for both
inbound and outbound instructions.”
- WTR 1000, 2017

Contact us

Dubai
Dubai
Level 14, Burj Daman
DIFC
Tel: +971 4 309 3222

Abu Dhabi
Abu Dhabi
8th Floor, Al Maqam Tower
ADGM Square
Al Maryah Island
Tel: +971 2 6108 100

twobirds.com
Aarhus & Abu Dhabi & Beijing & Bratislava & Brussels & Budapest & Copenhagen & Dubai & Düsseldorf & Frankfurt & The Hague & Hamburg & Helsinki &
Hong Kong & London & Luxembourg & Lyon & Madrid & Milan & Munich & Paris & Prague & Rome & Shanghai & Singapore & Stockholm & Sydney & Warsaw
001688.01

